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Hi Kevin,

Received files Larkin_Finger_Revised.doc, AJET.xlsx and Response to reviewer and editorial feedback for AJET.docx, thank you very much.
All seems in good order and I do not expect any questions arising.

Cheers,

Roger
For AJET

At 12:58 PM +1000 8/5/11, Kevin Larkin wrote:
>Hi Roger,
>
> Please find attached three documents.
> 1. The revised paper.
> 2. Excel document with figures as requested
> 3. A document, outlining in tabular form, the changes that
>Glenn and I have made to the original submission in light of reviewer
>feedback.
>
> On a separate matter, do you think you could update my details on AJET
>list of reviewers to indicate my change in professional qualification?
>
> Thank you and I look forward to working with you again in the future.
>
> Kevin.
>
> Dr. Kevin Larkin [**=**] Lecturer in Education - ICT | Mathematics
> [Technology Postal Address: Faculty of Education. USQ Springfield
> Campus PO Box 4196 Springfield Central QLD 4300
> Office: A_237
> Voicemail: 3470 4120
> Email: <mailto:Kevin.Larkin@usq.edu.au>Kevin.Larkin@usq.edu.au
>
>
> This email (including any attached files) is confidential and is for
> the intended recipient(s) only. If you received this email by mistake,
> please, as a courtesy, tell the sender, then delete this email.
>
> The views and opinions are the originator's and do not necessarily
> reflect those of the University of Southern Queensland. Although all
> reasonable precautions were taken to ensure that this email contained
> no viruses at the time it was sent we accept no liability for any
> losses arising from its receipt.
>
> The University of Southern Queensland is a registered provider of
Greetings all,

AJET 27(3) was published on 12 June 2011 at: http://www.asclilte.org.au/ajet/

Please advise your co-authors, if any and if their addresses are not listed correctly in the "To" field. Please check both HTML and PDF versions and advise about corrections if required (if you have not done so already in response to an earlier email about a proof reading copy), preferably before alert notices are distributed next week.

Note that there is a "Please cite as" box at the end of each article for "copy and paste" into your personal records. You may wish to retain a copy of the PDF version for creating hard copy.

Please note that any 'preprint' that you may have placed on a personal, departmental or institutional repository website should be replaced with the definitive version now on AJET's website. In most cases authors may find it helpful to check their reference lists, as I have corrected quite a number of referencing errors in these articles. In some articles I have edited tables and diagrams quite extensively - please give special attention to checking these.

Access counts available via
http://www.asclilte.org.au/ajet/ajet27/ajet27counts.html will increment at a slow rate until alerts are received by potential readers and the new files are "read" by Google and other search engines.

AJET 27(3)'s Editorial provides a report on recently announced changes to the Australian Research Council's conduct of its journal rankings system. A call for expressions of interest in an AJET Special Issue, "ICT for accessible, effective and efficient higher education: Experiences of Southeast Asia" appears at http://www.asclilte.org.au/ajet/about/special-issues/ict-highered-seasia.html

AJET's home page for 2011 contains the sentence, "For environmental sustainability purposes, we endeavour to make screen only reading as attractive as we can." The home page graphic advertising ascliterate Hobart 2011 is a 'recycling', owing to time constraints. A major effort continues on overcoming the current backlog in AJET's review process. We regret the slow progress towards AJET's desired benchmark of three months maximum between receipt and review advice to authors. We hope to attain benchmark by about September 2011. AJET 27(4) is filling quickly and I expect end July publication, subject to the timely arrival of external reviews, revised versions of articles and reasonable luck with the load incurred from other activities.
We thank all authors for supporting AJET and for their patience with review process and publication delays. Also, I apologise for the publication of this issue being at the end of its 'late May-early June' target.

We offer our best wishes for the successful continuation of your research in 2011.

Roger Atkinson
AJET Production Editor
cc: AJET Management Committee, AJET Editorial Board, ASCILITE Secretariat, ACER Cunningham Library, new Special Issue Editors